
The 4 Drum Inline Bunded Pallet Set is sometimes 
referred to as a Bund Accumulation Centre. Each Bunded 
Spill Pallet is 1320mm x 680mm with a low profile of just 
300mm. The two Pallet Bunds are secured into place with 
8mm bolts end to end, with a Bridging Hose connecting 
into both Bund Sumps via two 32mm Nyglass Elbows. 
With the Bund Sumps now joined together the total 
capacity is now increased to 240L.

This Bunded Spill Pallet system ensures the Bridging 
Hose is fitted without protruding past the external width 
of the bund. This eliminates the risk of the hose becoming 
a trip hazard and allowing the Spill Pallet Bunds to be 
safely placed against a wall on either side. The 
removable grates provide easy access to assess any spilt 
liquid in the sump for cleaning and removal with each 
Spill Pallet fitted with a Sump Plug outlet. Built with a 
premium robust construction, each Bunded Spill Pallet 
can handle a static load of 1300kg.

The 4 Drum Inline Bunded Pallet Set is manufactured 
from high quality HDPE and capable of storing oils, fuels, 
hydrocarbons and a large variety of chemicals. Use to 
store up to four 200L drums, containers, barrels and for 
use when collecting or dispensing liquids to ensure 
accidental leaks and spills are contained. These Bunded 
Spill Pallets provide an economical secondary 
containment solution complimenting environmental and 
OH&S site requirements. Contact your local Envirosmart 

distributor for further information about this product 
and others in our range.

Designed for:

Ÿ Inline storage of up to four 200L drums, containers or barrels

Ÿ Combining sump capacities of two 120L Bunded Spill Pallets 
creating a practical and compliant low profile Inline 4 Drum 
Bunded Spill Pallet Set to 240L

Ÿ Containing spilt liquids from reaching floors, drains and 
inventory

Ÿ Containing spills and drips whilst collecting and decanting 
liquids

Ÿ Preventing slips from spilt liquids

Features:

Ÿ Two Bunded Spill Pallets 1320mm x 680mm with a low profile 
of just 300mm.

Ÿ 240L combined capacity

Ÿ Bunded Spill Pallets are bolted together end to end with two 
8mm bolts

Ÿ Sumps combined via two 32mm Nyglass Elbows and a 
Bridging Hose

Ÿ Bridging Hose fits neatly inside of the external width of the 
Bunded Pallet to prevent a tripping hazard

Ÿ Removable Grates for accessing the sump with a sump drain 
outlet fitted in each Bund Pallet

Ÿ Heavy Duty construction – static 1300kg load on each 
Bunded Pallet

Ÿ High visibility Yellow

Proudly Distributed by:

www.envirosmart.com.au
Envir   smart

Inline 4 Drum Bunded
Spill PalletSpillSmart

ES-PB-INL-4D SpillSmart Inline 4 Drum Bunded Spill Pallet
2 x 1320mm(L) x 680mm(W) x 300mm(H) Bunded Spill Pallets 
with Bridging Hose & Elbow Connectors

Envirosmart Industrial Pty Ltd
7-9 Unley Street, Brendale QLD 4500. Australia
Tel: +61 7 3889 6677     Fax: +61 7 3889 6057
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